
Senior Christian Service Project “Road Map”

Here is a brief summary or “road map” of the major steps and tasks associated with the completion of your
Senior Christian Service Project. Some due dates are general. This outline is subject to minor updates &
revisions.

Service Project Proposal Form: (9/8)
Most have already completed this in the spring of 2021. Upload a copy to the “Service 12” Google
Classroom by the due date.

Mentor Meeting and Video Introduction/Induction: (9/22)
This is in preparation for the completion of the Mentor Contract. Also included with this is the viewing
of an informational video produced by Christian Service accompanied by one Google Form to be
completed by the Mentor and a separate one by the student.

Service Project Mentor Contract & Goals Worksheet: (9/22)
Completed by student, mentor and signed by student, mentors and parents.

Execution of the Service and Service Project: (Ongoing)
This is done throughout the steps of this process, but especially may commence after the mentor
contract is completed. Dates and ranges differ with students, but will likely mostly be contained in the
time between September and May depending on the shape of the project. Hours are logged on x2VOL
and are associated with your project.

Quarterly Reflections: (once per quarter)
Three quarterly reflection single page papers in response to given prompts and reflecting on your
experience of service. Note: The Service Project Research Paper takes the place of the final quarter
reflection.

Service Project Research Paper: (February 2022)
This is the major academic as well as reflective piece which provides the reasoning, motivation and
rationale for your project: What is the need you are addressing (establishing this with research); how
does your project fulfill this need; what is the spiritual significance of your work in terms of the virtue of
charity (love of God and love of neighbor for love of God) and Catholic moral teaching (including
Catholic social teacher)? Includes a bibliography (not annotated in this case). More specifics for this
paper will be given in the Spring Semester.

Service Project Presentation (May 2022)
Taking what you prepared in your paper, and your experience of service, you will create, prepare and
execute your presentation showcasing your project (raising awareness and hopefully encouraging
others to become involved in some way with similar good works). This will be especially presented at
the annual service project events.

Google Site, Project Portfolio (May 2022)
Your completed google site is due in May and constitutes a final step in this project serving as your
project portfolio.


